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A s'r c'r 0 ,,97"!A procedureisproposedby whichupperlimitstotheF-spinpurityof21 states
ineven-evennucleicanbe estimatedby an analysisofexperimentalg-factors.The

procedure,appliedto17nucleiwith46<Z<78,showsthatF<Fmax admixturesup to10%
arenotuncommon.A systematicbehaviorwithZ isalsoobserved.

The purity of low-lying nuclear states with respect to valence proton-neutron symmetry,

often expressed in terms of F-spin, has been the subject of several investigations 1-3. It is widely

believed that low-lying states have nearly maximal F-spin, Fmax = (Np+Nn)/4, i.e., they are
essentially symmetric with respect to valence protons tNp) and neutrons (Nn). However, some
studies 1,3 have suggested significant deviations from this symmetry.

In this work we show that under certain assumptions it is possible to obtain estimates of+
the F-spin purity of 21 states in even-even nuclei from the experimental g-factors of these+
states. In the IBA- 2, the g-factor of the 21 state with maximal F-spin is given by:

g(21) = (g;rNTr+ gvNv)/tNTr + Nv) (1)

with N_,(Nv) the numbers of valence proton (neutron) bosons, and gr., gv the boson g-factors

with "bare" values of 1,0 respectively. Analysis of data has shown 4 that for many nuclei g;r -
0.7, and gv- 0.0. A possible explanation of this deviation from the "bare" values, which we

pursue here, is based on the fact that eq. 1 is valid only for pure Fmax states. Therefore, the

need to use g;r,gv values differing from their "bare" values in eq. 1 could mock up effects of

F<Fu--m_admixtures. We use this idea to estimate the symrnetr_ breaking, but stress that other

mechanisms 5,6 could explain g_,gv values different from the "bare" values: hence our analysis
can only provide upper limits for F-spin admixtures. " "

Our procedv:e, described in detail in ref. 7, is to ascribe deviations of experimental g(21)
values _om eq. 1 w/rh gx=l,gv--0 to F-spin admixtures. Using a modified version of NPBOS, we

performed IBA-2 calculations for 17 isotopcs in the range Z = 46-78 to fit the g(21) values and
other observables and obtained upper limits on F-spin admixtures by projecting the resultant
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wave functions onto states with good F-spin (Fmax. Fmax-1,...). The starting point was to use

previously established Hamiltonians for each isotope. In general, two types were used :

H1 = n_ed+edTr) + nv(ed+f.dv) + :¢Q_'Qv + XM (2)

H2 = n_(ed+edTr) + nv(ed+_dv) + I¢(Q_+Qv)2 + _.M (3)
e.

and M is the Majorana operator. In some cases, an additional boson-boson interaction term was

used in either Hl Or H2. The isotopes studied were: ll0pd, 130,132Ba, 146,148Ce" 150Nd '
152Sm, 154Gd, 16SEr, 170yb, 180I-Lf,184W, 186,192Os, and 192,194,196pt.

We use the parameters edTrand edv as a convenient way to incorpo_-ate separate neutron

and proton boson energies, and fit the g-factors. Though they are traditionally taken as edTr=

edv = 0, calculated g(21 ) values are actually quite sensitive to ed;r,edv. The introduction of ed;r
edv _ 0 causes F<Fmax admixtures to appear in the low-lying excited states, with effects on

calculated energy levels and transition rates. To minimize the change in calculated energy
levels, we used the condition: N_edTr+ NrC-dr =0. With this condition, only one of edTr,edvis

free to v- --y; for convenience, we therefore define ev ---edv - ed_ and use ev as a free parameter.

A constraint was imposed, namely, that es _ _ + edp > 0. When our procedure led to es < 0, ed

was modified to satisfy this constraint, and _:,Xp were slightly changed to again fit the other

observables. Reasonably good fits were obtained for the energy Ievels, the M1 transition rates,

and the g-factors. Figure 1 illustrates the sensitivity of g(21) to different Hamiltonians and to

the F-spin admixtures. The essential point is that, whatever Hamiltonian is used to fit the g-

factor data, similar F-spin admixtures and hence upper limits for the F-spin purity are

obtained. We used the same procedure for ali 17 isotopes stuciied. The g(21) data were taken
from ref. 8. The results are given in Fig. 2. They show limits on F-spin admixtures varying up to
-10% and clear systematics: the % admixtures rise considerably around Z = 64, decrease

towards Z = 74, and increase again for Z = 7678. This pattern is certainly not unexpected since

the deviation of experimental data from the fully symmetric prediction (eq. 1) is much larger

, around Z = 64 than in other regions. It is inieresting to note _at a very similar behavior has

been observed 9 for the ratio ev/e3r of the neutron, proton effective charges. This points to a

relation between effective charges and F-spin symmetry breaking that is not completely

understood but warrants further investigation. The viewpoint of the present approach is that
at least part of the empirical deviations of the boson g-factors gtr and gv from their "bare"

values can be interpreted in terms of F-spin admixtures. This approach is complementary to the

usual one, which assumes eq. 1 to be correct (thus ignoring any F-spin impurity) and varies the
boson g-factors to reproduce measured magnetic moments.
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Fig. 1. SensiUvity of calculated g(2 l) Fig '2. Upper limits of percent4-

to different Hamiltonians and F-spin admixtures of F<Fmax states in 21
admixtures for 132Ba. state for the isotopes studied.
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